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in Section 2.5 on polyhedral sets. For further study of linear programming, see
Bazaraa and Jarvis [1977], Chames and Cooper [1961], Dantzig [1963],
Hadley [1962], and Simonnard [1966].

Chapter 3
Convex Functions

Convex and concave functions have many special and important propertics,
For example, any local minimum of a convex function over a convex set is also
a global minimum. In this chapter, we introduce the important topics of convex
and concave functions and develop some of their properties. As we will learn in
this and later chapters, these properties can be utilized in developing suitable
optimality conditions and computational schemes for optimization problems
that involve convex and concave functions.

The following is an outline of the chapter.

SECTION 3.1: Definitions and Basic Properties We introduce convex and
concave functions and develop some of their basic properties. Continuity of
convex functions is proved, and the concept of a directional derivative is
introduced.

SECTION 3.2 Subgradients 01 Convex Functions A convex function has a
convex epigraph and hence has a supporting hyperplane. This leads to the
important notion of a subgradient of a convex function.

SECTION 3.3: Diflerentiable Convex Functiong This section gives some
characterizations of differentiable convex functions. These are helpful tools for
checking convexity of simple differentiable functions.

SECTION 3.4: Minima and Maxima 01 Convex Functions This section is
important, since it de ais with the questions of minimizing and maximizing a
convex function over a convex set. A necessary and sufficient condition for a
minimum is developed. We also show that the maximum occurs at an extrerne
point. This fact is particularly important if the convex set is polyhedral.
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SECTION 3.5: Generalizations of Convex Functions Various relaxations
of convexity and concavity are possible. We present quasiconvex and
pseudoconvex functions and develop some of their properties. We then discuss
various types of convexity at a point. These types of convexity are some times \
sufficient for optimality, as wil\ be shown in Chapter 4.

3.1 Definitions and Basic Properties
This section deals with some basic properties of convex and concave functions.
In particular, we investigate their continuity and differentiability properties.

3.1.1 Definition
Let [: S ~ Et> where S is a nonempty convex set in En. The function { is said
to be convex on S if

{(Axl + (1- A)x2):::=;A{(XI) + (1- A){(x2)

for each Xl> X2 E S and for each A E (O, 1). The function I is called strictly convex
on S if the above inequality is true as a strict inequality for each distinct XI and
X2 in S and for each A E (O, 1). The function I: S ~ EI is called concave (strictly
concave) on S if -I is convex (strictly convex) on S.

Now let us consider the geometrical interpretation of convex and concave
functions. Let XI and x2 be two distinct points in the domain of I, and consider
the point ÀXI +(1-A)x2 with A E(O, 1). Note that A/(xl)+(1-A)/(x2) gives the
weighted average of I(xl) and l(x2), while [[ÀXl + (1- A)X2] gives the value of [
at the point Ax} + (1- A)X2' SO for a convex function i. the value of [ at points
on the line segment Ax} + (1- A)x2, is less or equal to the height of the cord
joining the points [Xl> [(XI)] and [x2,/(x2)]. For a concave function, the cord is
below the function itself. Figure 3.1 shows some examples of convex and
concave functions.
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Figure 3.1 Examples of convex and concave functions.
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The following are some examples of convex functions. By taking the nega-
tives of these functions, we get some examples of concave functions.
1. f(x) = 3x +4

2. f(x) = [x]
3. f(x)=x2-2x
4. f(x) = -X1/2 if x~O
5. f(xl, x2)=2x}2+X22_2x}x2
6. f(xt, X2, X3)=Xt4+2x/+3x/-4xl-4x2X3

Note that in each of the above examples, except for part 4, the function I is
convex over En. In the example of part 4, the function is not defined for x < O.
One can readily construct examples of functions that are convex over a region
but not over En- For instance, f(x) = x3 is not convex over E, but is convex
over S={x:x~O}.

From now on, we will concentrate only on convex functions. Results for
coricave functions can be easily obtained by noting that I is concave if and only
if -I is convexo

Associated with a convex function f is the set Se>={xES:f(x):::=;o:}, usually
referred to as a levei set. Lemma 3.1.2 below shows that S" is convex for each
real number 0:.

3.1.2 Lemma

Let S be a nonempty convex set in E; and let f:S~ E, be a convex function.
Then the levei set SQ= {xE S: I(x):::=; o], where o: is a real number, is a convex
set.

Proof

Let XI' X2E Se>' Thus, XI' X2E S, and f(XI):::=;o: and f(x2):::=;0:. Now let A E (O, 1)
and x = Ax} + (1- A)x2• By convexity of S, XE S. Furthermore, by convexity of I,

f(x):::=;Af(x}) + (1- A)[(x2):::=; Ao: + (1- A)o: = o:

Hence X E Se<, and therefore Se> is convexo

Continuity of Convex Functions

An important property of convex and concave functions is that they are
continuous on the interior of their domain. This fact is proved below.
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3.1.3 Tbeorem
Let S be a nonempty convex set in En, and let f: S- E1 be convexo Then f is
continuous on the interior of S.

Proof
Let i E int S. To prove continuity of f at i, we need to show that given e> 0,
there exists a D >° such that I\x- il\:::;D implies that If(x) - l(i)l:::; e. Since
i E int S, there exists a D' >° such that Ilx- ill:::;8' implies that x E S. Construct O
as follows.

0= maximum {maximum [f(i+ 8'ej)- f(i), f(i - 8'ej) - lei)]} (3.1)
l:Sisn

where e, is a vector of zeros except for a 1 at the ith position. Note that
0:::;0<00. Let

. . (8' e8')8 =rnrrumum -,-
n nO

Choose an x with IIx- ill S 8. If xj - xj ~ 0, let z, = 8' e.; otherwise let z, = - 8'e,
Then x - i = L?= 1 ajzj, where aj ~ ° for i= 1, 2, ... , n. Furthermore

(3.2)

(

n ) 1/2

Ilx-ill = 8' j~ aj
2

From (3.2) and since I\x-ill:::; 8, it follows that aj S 1/n for i = 1, 2, ... , n.
Hence, by convexity of f and since Os naj :::; 1, we get

(3.3)

f(x) = f(i +.I ajzj) = f[..!:. .t (i + najzJ]
1=1 n 1=1

1 n

s- L f(i+najzj)
n j=1

1 "
=- L f[(1-naj)i+naj(i:+z;)]

n j=1

1 "s- L [(1- na;)/(i)+ naJ(i+z;)]
n j~1

Therefore l(x)-/(i:)SL?=1 a;[/(i+zj)-f(i)]. From (3.1) it is obvious that
f(i: +Zj) - f(i:) ~ 8 for each i, and since aj ~ O, it follows that

ri

f(x) - f(i:) S O L aj

i=1

(3.4)
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Noting (3.3) and (3.2), it follows that aj se/nO, and (3.4) implies that
I(x) - f(i:) Se. So far we have showed that Ilx- ill S 8 implies that f(x) - t(i) Se.
To finish the proof we need to show that f(i.) - I(x) S e. Let y = 2i - x and note
tha t Ily- ill S 8. Therefore

f(y) - f(i.) Se

But i = h+!x, and by convexity of I, we have

f(i) S !f(y) + !f(x)

(3.5)

(3.6)
Combining (3.5) and (3.6) above, it follows that I(i) - f(x):::; e, and the proof is
complete.

Note that convex and concave functions may not be continuous everywhere.
However, by the above theorern, points of discontinuity are only allowed at the
boundary of S, as illustrated by the following convex function defined on
S ={x :-1 es x S 1}.

f(x) = {X2
for [x]< 1

2 for Ixl= 1

Directional Derivative of Convex Function

The concept of directional derivatives is particularly use fui in the motivation
and development of some optimality cri teria and computational procedures in
nonlinear programming where one is interested in finding a direction along
which the function decreases or increases.

3.1.4 Definition
Let S be a nonempty set in E", and let I: S - E I' Let i E S and d be a nonzero
vector such that i + À d E S for À >O and sufficiently small. The directional
deriva tive of f at i: along the vector d, denoted by f'(i:; d), is given by the
following limit if it exists:

rei:; d) = lim I(i + Ad) - f(i:)
À--+O' A

In particular, the limit in Definition 3.1.4, with the values 00 and -00

permitted, exists for convex and concave functions as shown below.

3.1.5 Lemma
Let S be a nonempty convex set in EII, and lct I: S - E I hc COI1V\.:X. l.ct i E S
and d be a nonzero vector such that i: + Ad E S for À> O and sufficicntly small.
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Then the folIowing limit exists:

lim ,-[{,-x_+_A_d_)-_[:.-{.....;..x)
À~O+ A

Proof

Let A2> AI> O be suffieiently small. Noting eonvexity of t. we have

f(x+ Ald) = [[~: (x+ A2d)+ (1- ~:)x ]

AI ( AI)::;-f(x+A2d)+ 1-- f(x)
A2 A2

This inequality implies that

,--f(=--x_+_A.:.....Id..:...-)-_f::....:(~i)<: f(x + A2d) - f{x)
AI - A2

Thus the differenee quotient [f(x + Ad) - f(x)]/ A is a nondeereasing funetion of
A > 0, and henee the limit in the theorem exists and is given by

. f(x + Ad) - f(x) . f f(x + Ad) - f(x)
lim = m

À_O+ A À>O A

3.2 Subgradients of a Convex Function

In this seetion, we introduee the important eoneept of subgradients of eonvex
and eoneave funetions. This can be done by establishing supporting hyper-
planes to the epigraphs of eonvex functions and to the hypographs of coneave
funetions.

Epigraph and Hypograph of a Function

A íunction f on S ean be fully deseribed by the set {[x,f(x)]:xES}cE,,+1>
which is referred to as the graph of the funetion. One ean eonstruet two sets
that are related to the graph of f: the epigraph, whieh eonsists of points above
the graph of [; and the hypograph, which consists of points below the graph of
f. These notions are c\arified by Definition 3.2.1 below .

•
3.2.1 Definition

Let S be a nonempty set in E/I> and let i. S ~ EI' The epigraph of t. denoted
by epi [, is a subset of E"+I defined by

{(x, y) :XE S, y E EI' y;:::f(x)}

), ) .
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The hypograph of [, denoted by hyp t. is a subset of En+l defined by

{(x, y) :XE S, y E EI' y:S; f(x)}

(,,) (/I) (c)

Figure 3.2 Examples of epigraphs and hypographs.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the epigraphs and hypographs of several funetions. In
Figure 3.2a, neither the epigraph nor the hypograph of f is a eonvex set. But in
Figure 3.2b and c, respeetively, the epigraph and hypograph of f are eonvex
sets. It turns out that a funetion is eonvex if and only if its epigraph is a eonvex
set and also that a funetion is eoneave if and only if its hypograph is a eonvex
set.

3.2.2 Theorem
Let S be a nonempty convex set in En, and let [: S ~ E I' Then f is eonvex if
and only if epi [ is a eonvex set.

Proof
Assume that f is convex, and let (x., YI) and (x2, Y2)E epi f; that is, XI' X2E
S, YI;:::[(Xl), and Y2;:::[(X2). Let A E (O, 1). Then

AYl+ (1- A)Y2;:::Af(XI) + (1- A)!(x2);::: [(ÀXI + (1- A)x2)

where the last inequality folIows by eonvexity of f. Note that AXI+(1-A)X2E S.
Thus [Ax1+(1-A)x2, AYl+(1-A)Y2]Eepi[, and henee epif is eonvex. Con-
versely, assume that epi[ is eonvex, and let XI,X2ES. Then [XI,!(XI)] and
[x2, [(x2)] belong to epi f, and by convexity of epi!, we must have

[ÀXj +(1-A)x2, Af(xI)+(1-A)f(x2)]Eepif for ÀE(O, 1)

. In other words, Af(xl)+(1-A)f(x2);:::f[Axl+(1-A)x2] for each AE(O, I); that
is, f is convexo This completes the proof.

The above theorem ean be used to verify convexity or eoneavity of a given
function f. Making use of this result, it is clear that the funetions illustrated in
Figure 3.2 are (a) neither convex nor concave, (b) convex, and (c) coneave.
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Since the epigraph of a convex function and the hypograph of a concave
function are convex sets, they have supporting hyperplanes at points of their
boundary. These supporting hyperplanes lead to the notion of subgradients,
which is defined below.

3.2.3 Definition
Let S be a nonempty convex set in Emand let f: S ~ EI be convexo Then ~ is
called a subgradient af f at i E S if

f(x) 2= f(i) + ~'(x - i) for alI x E S

Similariy, let f: S ~ EI be concave. Then ~ is calIed a subgradient of f at iE S
if

f(x) ::sf(i) + ~'(x - i) for ali XE S

From the above definition, it immediately follows that the collection of
subgradients of f at x is a convex set. Figure 3.3 shows examples of subgra-
dients of convex and concave functions. From the figure, we see that the

f
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I
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I ~'(x -xl
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I I
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Convex function Concave function

Figure 3.3 Geometric interpretation of subgradients.

function f(i) + ~'(x - i) corresponds to a supporting hyperplane of the epigraph
or the hypograph of the function f. The subgradient vector ~ corresponds to the
slope of the supporting hyperplane.

3.2.4 Example
Let I(x) = minimum [li(x), 12(X)], where t, and 12 are defined below.

fl(x) = 4-\x\ x E EI

12(X)=4-(x-2f xEE1

,I
!

1
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Figure 3.4 IlIustration of Example 3.2.4.

Since 12(X) 2= 11 (x) for 1::s X -s 4, I can be represented as folIows:

{
4 - x I ::s X ::s 4

(x) =I 4 - (x - 2)2 otherwise

In Figure 3.4, the concave function I is shown in dark lines. Note that ç = -I
is a subgradient of I at any point x in the open interval (1,4). If x < I or x> 4,
then ç = - 2(x - 2) is a subgradient of f. At the points x = 1 and x = 4, the
subgradients are not unique because many supporting hyperplanes existo At
x = 1, the family of subgradients is characterized by A"YII(I)+ ( I - A)"Yf2( I) =

A(-1)+(1-A)(2)=2-3A for AE[O, I]. In other words, any ç in lhe interval
[-1,2] is a subgradient of f at x = 1. At x = 4, the family of subgradients is

- characterized by A"Y/I(4)+(1 -A)"Y/2(4) = A(-1) + (I-A )(-4) = -4 + 3A for A E
[0, 1]. In other words, any ç in the interval [-4, -I] is a subgrad icnt of f at
x = 4. Refer to Exercise 3.20 for the characterization of subgradients of
functions of the form f(x) = minimum [fI(x), 12(X)].

The following theorem shows that every convex or concave íunction has at
least one subgradient at points in the interior of its dornain. The proof rclies on
the fact that a convex set has a supporting hyperplane at points of the
boundary.

3.2.5 Theorem

Let S be a nonempty convex set in E/I> and let f: S ~ E I be convexo Then, for
i E int S there exists a vector ~ such that the hyperplanc

H={(x, y):y=/(i)+t'(x-i)}
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supports epi I at (i,/(i)]. In particular,

I(x) 2: f(x) +t' (x - x) for each XE 5

that is, ~ is a subgradient of f at i.

Proof
By Theorem 3.2.2, epi [ is convexo Noting that [i, [(x)] belongs to the bound-
ary of epi t, by Thcorem 2.3.7 there exists a nonzero vector (§o, 11-) E E; x E,
such that

~~(x- x) + I1-[Y - f(i)]:.5 O • for ali (x, y) E epi [ (3.7)

Note that 11- is not posrtive because otherwise the above inequality will be
contradicted by choosing Y sufficiently large. We now show that 11-< O. By
contradiction, suppose that 11- = O. Then ~!I(X - x):.5 O for alI x E S. Since i E
int S, there exists a A>O such that X+A~oE5, and hence A§~§o:.50. This
implies that ~o= O and (to, 11-) = (O, O), contradicting the fact that (~o, 11-) is a
nonzero vector. Therefore, p., < O. Denoting §o/ll1-l by ~ and dividing the
inequality in (3.7) by 111-1,we get

~'(x - i) - Y+ {(x):.5 O for ali (x, y) E epi [ (3.8)

In particular, the hyperplane H = {(x, y): y = [(i) + ~I (x - x)} supports epi [ at
lx, f(x)]. By lctting y = [(x) in (3.8), wc get [(x) 2: {(i) +~'(x - x) for ali x E 5, and
the proof is complete.

Corollary
Let 5 be a nonempty. convex set in E", and let {: 5 ~ EI be strictly convexo
Then, for iE int 5 there exists a vector ~ such that

{(x) >{(i)+ ~I (x - x) for ali x E 5, x ~ x
Proof
By the theorcrn, there exists a vector ~ such that

[(x) 2: [(x) +~' (x- x) for all XE 5 (3.9)

By contradiction, supposc thar there is an x ~ i such that [(x) = [(i) + t' (x-i).
Then, noting strict convcxity of f for A E (O, 1), we get

11.\"+(1- A)x]< Af(x)+( 1-· .\)l(x) = f(i)+ (1- À)~'(i- x)

But letting x=Ax+(1-A)x in (3.9), we must have

[[Ai + (1- A)x]2: f(i) + (1- A)~'(x-i)

contradicting (3.10). This proves the corollary.

(3.10)

3.3 Difterentiable Convex FunctionsH9

The converse of the above theorern is not true in general. 10 other words, if
corresponding to each point x E int S there is a subgradient of i; then [ is not
necessarily a convex function. To illustrate, consider the following example,
where {is defined on 5 = {(XI> x;J:0:.5x],x2:.5 I}:

{
O 0:.5xI:.51, O<x2:.51

[(Xl' X2) = 1_(, _1)2 0< < 1 = O
4 X I 2 - Xl - ., X2

For each point in the interior of the domain, the zero vector is a subgradient of
f. However, [ is not convex on 5 since epi { is clearly not a convex set.
However, as the following theorem shows, { is indeed convex on int 5.

3.2.6 Theorem
Let 5 be a nonempty convex set in En, and let [: S ~ El' Suppose that for each
point x E int 5 there exists a subgradient vector ~ such that

{(x) 2: [(x) +~'(x - x) for each x E S.

Then, f is convex on int 5.

Proof
Let x., X2 E int 5, and let À E (0,1). By Corollary 1 to Theorcrn 2.2.2, int S is
convex, and we must have AXj + (1- A)x2 E int S. By assumption, there exists a
subgradient ~ of [ at AX1+ (1- A)x2• In particular the f'ollowing two inequalities
hold true:

f(Xl)2:f[Axl +(1-A)x2]+(1-A)t'(xl-x2)

!(x2)2: [[Ax) +(1-A)X2]+A~'(X2-XI)

Multiplying the above two inequalities by A and (1- A), respectively, and
adding, we obtain

Af(x) + (1- A)[(x2) 2= {[ÀXI + (1- A)"2]

and the result follows.

3.3 Differerrtiable Convex Functions

We now focus on differentiable convex and concave functiçns. First, consider
the following definition of differentiability.

3.3.1 Definiticn

Let 5 be a nonempty set in En, and let {: S -) EI' Then f is said to be
differentiable at x E int 5 if there exist a vector Vf(x), called the gradient vector,
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and a Iunction a: E" ~ E, such that

f(x) = I(x) + V f(x)'(x -x) + ilx- xiia(i; X -x) for each XE S

where lim,,~x a(i; x-x) = O. The function f is said to be differentiable on the
open set 5' c 5 if it isdifferentiable at each point in S'.

Note that if [ is differentiable at X, then there could only be one gradient
vector, and this vector is given by

v {(x) = (éJf(i) , ... , iJf(i»)'
élxi élx 01

where iJf(i)/élxi is the partial derivative of I with respect to Xi at i (see Exercise
3.23).

The folJowing lemrna shows that a differentiable convex function has only
one subgradient, namely the gradient vector. Hence, the results of the previous
section can be easily specialized to the differentiable case, in which the gradient
vector replaces subgradients.

3.3.2 Lernma
Let S be a noncmpty convex set in E", and let I: S~ E, be convexo Suppose
that I is differentiable at iE int 5. Then the collection of subgradients of I at i
is the singleton set {V{(i)}.

Proof

By Theorem 3.2.5, the set of subgradients of f at i is not empty. Now let ~ be a
subgradient of [ at x. As a result of Theorem 3.2.5 and the differentiability of f
at i, for any vector d and for À sufficiently small, we get

{(i+ Ad) 2: {(x) + À~'d

{(x +Àd) = {(i) +À V{(x)'d +À ildlla(i; Àd)

Subtracting the equation frorn the inequality, we obtain

02:À[~_·V{(x)J'd-À lidlla(x; Ad)

If we divide by À > O and let À ~ 0, it follows that [~- V{(x) J' d:::; O. Choosing
d = {;- V [(x), the last inequality implies that {;= V{(x). This completes the
proof.

In lhe light of thc above lernrna, we give the following important characteri-
zation of differentiable convex functions. The proof is immediate frorn
Theorerns 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 and Lemma 3.3.2.

3.3 Differentiabie Convex Functicns fH

3.3.3 Theorem
Let 5 be a nonernpty open convex set in En, and let [: 5 -~ E i be difíerentiable
on 5. Then [ is convex if and only if for any i E S, we have

{(x) 2: I(x) +V r(i)' (x - i) ror each XE S

Similariy, I is strictly convex if and only if for cach x E S, we have

t(X) > [(x)+ V l(x)' (x - i) for cach x f; x in S

The followíng theorem gives another necessary and suíficient characteriza-
tion of differentiable convex functions. For a íunction of one variable, the
characterization reduces to the gradient vector being ncndecreasing.

3.3.4 Theorem

Let 5 be a nonempty open convex set in En and let [: 5 ~ EI be differentiable
on S. Then 1 is convex if and only if for each Xl' X2 E S, we have

[V[(x2) - V!(XI)J'(X2 - x.) 2: O

Similarly, 1 is strictly convex if and only for each distinct XI' "'2 E S, we have

[V [(X2) - V l(x1)]' (x2 -- XJ > O

Proof
Assume that [ is convex, and let Xj, X2 E 5. By Thcorem 3.3.3, we have

{(xj) 2: {(xz)+ V{(x2)' (x, -x2)

[(x2) 2: {(Xj) +V [(Xj)' (X2 - x.)

Adding the two inequalities, we get CV{(X2)-V[(XI)]'(X2-XI)2: ü. To show the
converse, let x., X2 E S. By the mcan value thcorem,

{(x2) - [(Xl) = V{(x)' (X2 -- x.) (3.11)

where x = ÀXj + (1- À )x2 for some À E (0, 1). By assumption,
[Vf(x)-Vf(Xj)]'(X-X1) 2: O; that is, (1-A)[Vf(x)-V!(x1)]'(X2-X1)2:Ü. Thisim-
plies that V{(x)'(x2-xJ2:V{(X1)'(X2-Xj)' By (3.11), vtc get [("2)2:[(X])+
Vf(xJ)'(x2-Xj). By Thecrern 3.3.3, [ is convexo The strict case is similar and
the proof is complete. .

Even though Theorerns 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 provido nccessary and sufficient
charactcrizations of convcx íunctions, chccking thcsc conditions is diílicult Irorn
a computationaJ standpoint. A simple ane! more managcablc charactcrizarion,
at Jeast for quadratic functions, can be obtaincd, provided that the function is
twice differentiable.
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Twica Differentiable Convex and Concave Functions

A function f that is diffcrcntiable at i is said to bc twice differcntiablc at X if
the representation of Definition 3.3.5 below is true.

3.3.5 Definition

Let S bc a nonempty set in E/I>and lct f: S -> E I' Then f is said to be twice
dilferentiable at XE int S if there exist a vector Vf(i), and n x n symmetric
matrix H(i), called the Hessian matrix, and a function a: EII -> EI such that

f(x) = f(i) +Vf(i)'(x - i) +~(x - i)'H(i)(x - i) + JJx-i1l2 a(i; x - i)

for each x E S, where Iimx_~ a (i; x - x) = O. The function f is said to be twice
differentiable on the open set SI c S if it is twice differentiable at each point in
S'.

It may be noted that the entry in row i and column j of the Hessian matrix
H(i) is the second partial derivative êPf(i)fàxi õx;

The following theorem shows that f is convex on S if and only if its Hessian
matrix is positive semidefinite everywherc in S; that is, for any i in S, we must
have x'H(x)x ~ O for ali x E En'

3.3.6 Theorem

Let S be a nonempty open convex set in EII> and let f: S ~ E 1 be twice
differentiable on S. Thcn f is convex if and only if thc Hcssian matrix is positive
semidefinite at each point in S.

Proof
Suppose that f is convex and let XE S. We nced to show that x'H(x)x~ O for
cach xEEII• Since S is opcn, then for any given xEE/t' X+ÀXES for À
sufficiently smal!. By Theorem 3.3.3 and by twice differentiability of f, we get
the following two expressions:

f(i + ÀX)~ f(x) + ÀVf(x)'x

f(i + Ax) = f(i) + AVfex)'x +1À2x'H(x)x + À2JJxI12a(x; ÀX)

Subtracting (3.13) from (3.12), we get

~À2x'H(x)x+ À"1IxI12a(x; ÀX)~ O

Dividing by À:2 and lctting À~ O, it Iollows that x' H(i)x ~ O. Convcrsely,
suppose that lhe Hcssian matrix is positivo scrnidcfinite at each point in S.
Consider x and x in S. Thcn, by thc rncau valuc thcorcrn, we have

(3.12)
(3.13)

[(x) = [~i)+V [(X)' (x - x) + i(x - x)' H(x)(x - x) (3.14 )
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where x=AX+(l-À)x for some ÀE(O,l). Note that XES, and hence, by
assumption, H(i) is positive semidefinite. Therefore (x - i)'H(x)(x - x) ~ O, and
from (3.14), we conclude that

t(,,) ~ t(x) +V [(x)' (x - x)

Since the above inequality is true for each x, x in S, f is convex by Theorern
3.3.3. This completes the proof.

The above theorem is useful in checking convexity or concavity of a twice
differentiable function. In particular, jf the function is quadratic, then the
Hessian matrix is independent of the point under consideration. Hence, check-
ing convexity reduces to checking the nonnegativity of the eigenvalues of a
single matrix.

3.3.7 Example
Let f(Xj,X2)=2xj+6x2-2xj2_3x/+4xjX2' We want to check whether tis
convex or concave or neither. We rewrite f in the fo!lowing, more convenient
forrn:

(XI) 1 [-4 4](XI\f(XI,X2)=(2,6) X2 +'2(Xj,X2) 4 -6· x2}

In order to check whether the Hessian matrix li is positive sernidefinite or
negative semidefinite ar neither, we compute the eigenvalues by solving the
following system:. r-4-À 4] .O=det(H-Al)=det 6 =(-4-A)(-6-A)-16

. 4 --À

=À2+10À+8
The solutions of this equation are À1 = -5 + JU and À2 = -5 - JU. Since both
AI and À2 are negative, then H is nega tive semidefinite and hence f is concave.

Results analogous to Theorem 3.3.6 can be obtained for the strict convex
and concave cases. It turns out that if the Hessian matrix is positive definire at
each point in S, then the function is strictly convexo In other words, if for any
given point x in S, we havc x' H(x)x > O for ali x ~ O in E,,, then [ is strictly
convexo However, if f is strictly convex, then its Hcssian matrix is positioe
semidefinite. It is not necessarily true that the Hessian matrix is positivo definite
everywhere in S. To illustrate, consider the strictly convex function defined by
f(x) = X4. The Hessian matríx H(x) = 12x2 is positive definite for ali nonzero X
but is positiue scmidclinite at x = O. Thc following thcorcrn is thcrcíorc obvious.

3.3.8 Theorem
Let S be a nonempty open convex set in E/I> and let f: S ~ E i be twice
difíerentiable on S. If the Hessian matrix is positive definiteat each point in
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5, then f is strictly convexo However, if f is strictly convex, then the Hessian
matrix is positive semidefinite at each point in 5.

3.4 Minima and Maxima of Convex Functlons

In this section, we consider the problems of minimizing and maxmuzmg a
convex function over a convex set and develop necessary conditions for
optimality.

Minimizing a Convex Function

The case of maximizing a concave function is similar to that of minimizing a
convex function. We develop the latter in detail and ask the reader to draw the
analogous results for the concave case.

3.4.1 Definition

Let f: E; ~ EI' and consider the problem to minimize f(x) subject to XE 5. A
point x E 5 is called a [easible solution to the problem. If x E 5 and f(x) 2:: f(x) for
each x E 5, then i is called an optimal solution, a global optimal solution, or
simply a solution to the probJem. If i E 5 and if there exists an s-neighborhood
No (i) around x such that f(x) 2:: I(i) for each x E 5 n N; (i), then x is ca!led a
local optirnal solution.

Theorem 3.4.2 below shows that each local minimum of the above probJem
is also a global minimum. This fact is quite useful in the optimization process,
since it enables us to stop with a global optimal solution if the search in the
vicinity of a feasible point does not lead to an improved f'easible solution.

J.4.2 Theorem
Let 5 be a nonempty convex set in En, and f: S ~ El. Consider the problem to
minimize f(x) subject to x E S. Suppose that XE S is a local optimal solution to
the problem.
1. If f is convex, then i is a global optimal solution.
2. If r is strictly convex, then i is the unique global optimal solution.

Proof
To prove part (1), suppose that [ is convexo Since x is a local optimal solution,
then there exists an s-neighborhood N.(i) around i such that

[(x) 2:: f(i) for each x E S nN. (i) (3.15)

By contradiction, suppose that i is not a global optimal solution so that
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f(i) < f(i) for some i E S. By convexity of r, the following is true for each
A E (0,1)

[(Ai + (1- A)x)::; At(i) + (1- A)f(i) < Af(i) + (1- A)f(i) = r(i)

But for A> O and sufficientIy small, Ai + (1- A)xE 5 n N; (i). Hence, the above
inequality contradicts (3.15), and part (1) is proved.

Now assume f is strictly convexo Since strict convexity implies convexity,
then by part (1) i is a global optimal solution. Bycontradiction suppose that i
is not the unique global optimal solution so that there exists a x E S, X -j: x, such
that r(x) = rei). By strict convexity,

tGx +~i)< ~f(x) -+ if(f) ;;;f(i)

By convexity of S, !x +!i E S, and the above inequality violates global optimal-
ity of i. This completes the proof.

We now develop a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a
global solution. If such an optimal solution does not exist, theneither
inf {f(x): x E S} is finite but not achieved at any point in S ar it is equal to -00.

3.4.3 Theorem
Let r: En ~ E1 be a convex function, and S be a nonempty convcx set ir. En.
Consider the problem to minimize t(x) subject to x E 5. The point i E 5 is an
optimal solution to this problem if and only if r has a subgradient ~ ai i such.
that ~t (x - i) 2:: O for aI! x E 5.

Proof
Suppose that ~t (x - i) 2:: O for all x E 5, where ~ is a subgradient of r at x. By
convexity of f, we have

r(x) 2:: f(i) + ~t (x - i) 2:: [(i) for XE S

and hence i: is an optimal solution of the problern.
To show the converse, suppose that i is an optimal solution to the problem,

and eonstruct the following two sets in En+1.

/\1 = {(x-i, y): x E Em Y > f(x)- f(i)}
/\2={(x-i, y):XES, y::;O}

The rcader may easily verify that both /\1 and /\2 are convex scts, Also
/\1 n /\2 = 0 because otherwise there would exist a point (x, y) such that

XES 02:: Y > f(x) - [(i)

contradicting the assumption that i is an optimal solution of the problem. By
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;~(x-x) + p.,y:$ (X

~:b-i)+JJ..y~a
X E En, y > f(X) - f(X)
X.E S, y:S O

(3.16)
(3.17)

Note the important implications of the abovc theorcrn. First. lhe theorcrn
givcs a necessary and suíficient charactcrization of optirnal points, This charac-
terization reduces to the well-known coridition ai vanishing dcrivativcs ií f is
diffcrentiable and S is open. Another important implication is that if wc reach
a nonoprirnal point X, where Vf(x)' (x - x) < O for some x E S, then therc i!' ao
obvious way to procced to an irnprovcd solution. This can be achicvcd by
moving from x in the direction x-x. The size of thc step is to be dctcrrnincd by
a one-dimensional minimization subproblcrn of thc Iorrn: minimizc lT" +
A(x-x)] subject to A:;:::O and x+A(X-X)E5. This procedure is called lhe
method o[ [easible directions and is discussed in more dctail in Chapter 10.

Theorern 2.3.8, there is a hyperplane that separares AI and /\2; that is, there
exist a nonzero vector (ço, p.,) and a scalar a such that

If we let x = i and y = O in (3.17), it follows that a :$ O. Next, letting x = x and
y = e> O in (3.16), it follows that p.,e :$ a. Since this is true for every e > 0, then
p., :$ O and also a ~ O. To summarize, we have shown that 11-:$ O ano a = O. If
p.,=O, then from (3.16) ~~(x--x):$O for each xEEn- If we let x=i+~o, it
follows that

o ~ ~~(x - i) = 11~{l112
:.'nd hence ~o = O. Sincc (~o, p.,) ~ (O, O), 11- <O. Dividing (3.16) and (3.17) by - p."
and denoting -~oJ p., by ~, we get the following inequalities:

y?:t'(x-i) xEE",y>f(x.)-f(x) (3.18)

t'(x-i)-y~O xES,y:$O. (3.19)

By letting y=O in (3.19), we get ~'(x-x)~O for ai! 'iLESo From (3.18), it is
obvious that

3.4.4 Example
Minimize (xl-~?+(X2-5)2

f(x) ~ f(,,-) +~.'(x - i) for all XE EIl

-XI + X2:52

2xj +3X2:5 11

-XI :$0

-'X2:$ O

Clearly f(XI,X2)=(XI-~?+(X2-5)2 is a convcx function, which gives the
square of the distancc from the point G,S). The convcx polyhcdral set S is
represenred by thc above four inequalities. The problcin is dcpicted in Figure
3.5. Frorn the figure, cJearly the optimal point is (1,3). The gradient vector of f
at the point (1,3) is V[(1,3)=(-1,--4)'. We see gcometric,ally that lhe vector
(-1, -4) rnakcs an angle of :$9(jO with cach vcctor of the Iorrn (xl-I, x2--3),
where (XI' X2) E S. Thus, lhe optirnality condition of Thcorcrn 3.4.3 is verified.

subject to

Therefore ~ is a subgradient of f at i with the property that ~'(x-x) ~ Ofor aIl
XE S, and the proof is complete.

Corollary 1
Under the assumptions of the theorem, if S is open, then i is an optimal
solution to the problem if and only if there exists a zero subgradient of f at i.
In particular, if S = E", then X.is a global rninimurn if and only if there exists a
zero subgradient of f at i.

x2/ c 11 ' 5)
\~/

Proof

\,

\ I '--_/
'k, I" 3' ,/I <, ;:~---

-, lt-l!i--:::::::.... r.::;-_<> /
10,21t§-::.-------:-~ /

~

Vf ~

~~-'--::::--:::-- ~--- ::::--::: /
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Figure 3.5 lllustration of Exampie 3.4.4.

By the theorern, i is an optimal solution if and only if ~t (li: - j;:) ~ O íor each
:r E S, where ; is a subgradient of f at i. Since S is open, then x = i -A~ E S for
some positive A.' Therefore - À II~iI2?O, that is, t = o.

Corollary 2
In addition to the assurnptions of the thcorern, suppose that tis difíercntiable.
Then x is an optirn al solution if and only ir 'yf(1i.)' (x - 9:)'2: o for all x E. 8.
Furtherrnore, if S is 0ren thcn i is an optirnal solution if and only if 'ti [('fi.) = O.
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Maximizing a Convex Function

We now develop a necessary condition for a maximum of a convex function
over a convcx set. Unfortunately, however, this condition is not sufficient.
Therefore, it is possible, and actually not unlikely, that scveral local maxima
satisfying lhe condition of Thcorern 3.4.5 existo Unlike thc minimization case,
therc exists no local information that could lead us to better points. Hence,
maximizing a eonvex funetion is usually a much harder task than minimizing a
convex function. Again, rninimizing a concave function is similar to maximizing
a convex function, and hence the development for the concave case is left to
the reader.

Note that the abovc result is, in general, necessary bu t not sufficien t for
optimality. To illustrate, let f(x) = x2 and S = {x: -1:5 x:5 2}. The maxirnum of
f over S is equal to 4 and is achicvcd at x = 2. Howcver, ar i = 0, wc have
'ilf(i) = 0, and hcncc 'ilf(i)' (x - x) = () for each x E S. Clearly the point .~= () is
not even a local maximum. Referring to Exarnple 3.4.4 discussed earlier, we
have two local máxima, narnely (O, O) and ('t, O). Both points satisfy the
necessary condition of Theorem 3.4.5. lf we are current!y at the local optirnal
point (0,0), unfortunately there exists no local information that will lead us
toward the global maximurn point (.lf, O). Also, if we are at the global
maximum point (.lf, O), there is no convenient local criterion that tells us that
we are at the optimaJ point,

Theorern 3.4.6 shows that a convex function achieves a maximurn over a
cornpact polyhedral set at an extreme paint. This result has bce n utilizcd by
several computational schernes for solving such problems. Theorcrn 3.4.6 could
be extended to the case where the convex fcasible region is not polyhcclral.

Now, supposc that it is claimcd that (O, O) is an optimal point. By Theorcm
3.4.3 we can casily vcrify that this is not the case. Note that Vf(O, O)=
(-3, -10)' anel actually for cach nonzero x E S, we have -3xl -lOx2 < O. Hence
the origin could not be an optimal point. Moreover, we can improve J by
moving from O in the direction x-O for any XE S. In this case, the best
local direction is -Vf(O, O), that is, the direction (3,10). In Chapter 10, we
discuss methods for finding a particular direction among many alternatives.

3.4.6 Theorem

3.4.5 Theorem
Let f: E; -'; Et be a convex function, and let S be a nonempty convex set in
E ••. Consider the problem to maximize [(x) subject to x E S. If XE S is a local
optirnal solution then {;'(x - x):5 O for each x E S, where {; is any subgradient of f
at x.

Let f: E; -7 E I be a convex function, and let S be a nonern pty com pact
polyhedral set in E••.Consider the problem to maxirnize f(x) subject to x E S.
Therc then exists an optimal solution X to the problem, where X is an extremo
point of S.

Proof

f[i+A(x-x)]:5f(x)

Let {; be a subgradient of J at X, and by convexity of J, we have

f[x + A(x-x)]·- f(x);::= A{;'(x-x)

Thc above incquality, togcther with (3.20), implies that At'(x-x):50, and
dividing by À> 0, thc rcsult follows,

(3.20)

By Theorem 3.1.3 note that f is continuous. Since S is córnpact, f assumes a
maximum at x' E S. If x' is an extreme point of S, then the result is at hand.
Otherwise, by Theorem 2.5.7, x' = L:7=1 Ajxj, where L7~1 Aj = 1, Aj > O, anel xj is
an extreme point of S for j = 1, ... , k. By convexity of J, we have

f(x') = f( tiAjXj) S jti \f(xj)

But since f(x');::= f(x) for j = 1, ... , k, the above inequality implies that f(X') =
f(x) for j = 1, ... , k. Thus the extrcmc points XI" •• , xk are optimal solutions
to the problem and the proof is complete.

Proof
Suppose that XE S is a local optimal solution. Then therc exists an E>

neighborhood N. (xl such that f(x):5 f(x) for cach x E S n N. (x). Let x E S, and
note that x + A (x - x) E S n NF. (x) for ,\ > O and sufficiently small. Hence,

3.5 Generalizaflons of a Convex Function

Corollary
In addition to the assurnptions of thc thcorcrn, suppose that f is diffcrentiablc.
If XE S is a local optirnal solution thcn Vf(x)'(x---x):50 for ali XE S.

In this section, wc prcsent various typcs of functions that are similar to convcx
and concave functions but that share only some of thcir dcsirable properties.
As we willlearn, many of the results presentcd later in the book do not require
the restrictive assumption of convexity but rathcr the lcss rcstrictive assump-
tions of quasiconvexity, pseudoconvexity, and convexity at a point.



We have learned in Section 3.2 that a convex function can be characterized
'-'y convexity of its epigraph. We now learn that a quasiconvex Iunction ean be
characterized by convexity of its levei sets. This result is given in Theorem
3.5.2.

Aj 2:: O

Since [(x') > [(Xj) for each j, then

j= 1, ... , k
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Ouasíconvex Functions

[[Ax1 + (1- A)x2]:5 maximum {[(XI)' [(x2)} for each A E (0, 1)

[(x2») :5 a. Hence x E S,,, and thus S" is convexo Convcrscly, supposc that S" is
convex for each real number a. Let x., X2 E S. Furthcrrnorc, let A E (O, 1) arid
x=Ax1+(1-A)x2• Note that Xj,X2ES" for a=maximum{f(xl)' [(x2)}. By
assurnption, Sol is convex, so that x E S". Therefore, [(x):5 a = maxirnum {[(XI),
f(x2)}· Hence, [ is quasiconvex, and the proof is complete.

We now give a result analogous to Theorem 3.4.6. Theorem 3.5.3·show~~!hat
the maximum of a quasiconvex function over a compact polyhedral set occurs
at an extreme point.

Definition 3.5.1 introduces quasiconvex functions. From the definition, it is
apparent that every convex function is also quasiconvex.

3.5.1 Definition

Let f: S- E), where S is a nonempty convex se! in EIl' The function f is said to
be quasiconvex if, for each XI and X2 E S, the foIlowing inequality is true:

The function [ is said to be quasiconcaoe if =! is quasiconvex.

From the above definition, a function [ is quasiconvex if whenever [(x2) 2::

[(xj), then [(x2) is greater than or equal to [ at ali convex combinations of x,
and X2. A function [ is quasiconcave if whenever [(X2) 2:: [(xj), then [ at ali
convex combinations of x, and x2 is greater than or equal to [(Xl)' Figure 3.6
shows someexamples of quasiconvex and quasiconcave functions. We will
concentrate only on quasiconvex functions. The reader is advised to draw all
the parallel results for quasiconcave functions.

3.5.3 Theorem

Let S be a nonempty compact polyhedral set in E,,, and let f: E" -~ E, he
quasiconvex and continuous on S. Consider the problem to maximizc f(x)
subject to XE S. Then there exists an optimal solution x to the problcrn, where
x is an extreme point of S.

Proof

V />. rJ
Note that [ is continuous on S and hence attains a maxirnum, say, at x' E S. If
there is an extreme point whose objective is equal to [(x'), thcn the result is at
hand. Otherwise, let Xl> ••• ,xk be the extreme points of S, and assume that
f(X') > f(x) for j = 1, ... , k. By Theorem 2.5.7, x' can be rcprcscnted as

(,,) (b) (e)

Figure 3.6 Ouasiconvex and Ouasiconcave functions.
(a) Ouasiconvex (b) Ouasiconcave (c) Neither
quasiconvex nor quasiconcave.

k

x' = \' A.x.L, } }
j=l

k

L\=l
j=l

3.5.2 Theorern [(x') > maximum [(Xj) = a (3.21)
ISjsk

Now consider the set Sol = {x: [(x)::s: a}. Note that xi E S" for j = 1, ... , k and
by quasiconvexity of i; S« is convexo Hence, x' = L:~=j ÀjXj belongs to SI>' This
implies that f(x/):5 a, which contradicts (3.21). This contradiction shows that
[(x') ..= f(x) for some extrcmc point XI' and the proof is complete.

Differentiable Quasiconvex Functions

The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficicnt characrerization of a
differcntiable quasiconvex function.

Let [: S - El> where S is a nonernpty convex set in En. The function [ is
q uasiconvcx if and only if S" = [x E S: [(x):5 a} is convex for each real number
a.

Proof

Suppose that f is quasiconvcx, and lct XI' xzESo. Thcrcf'ore XI,X2ES and
maximurn {[(Xj). f(x:l}::::: (L Lct J.. c ((). I). and lct x = ÀX1 + (I - A)x~. By convcx-
ity of S, x E S. Furthc rmore, by quasiconvcxity of [, [(x)::: maxirnum {f(x .).



o <f(x')-f[Sx' + (1- S)}'{2J= (1-o)Vf(i)'(x'-x2) (3.23)
I

\
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Proof
Obviously statements (1) and (2) are equivalent. We shall prove part (1). Let f
be quasiconvex, and let Xl' X2E S be such that f(X1)::; f(x2)· By differentiability
of f at X2, for À E (O, 1), we have

f[ÀXl + (1- À)X2J- f(x2) = ÀVf(X2)'(XI-X2)

+ À Ilxl-x21Ia[x2; À(X1-X2)]

where a[x2;À(XI-X2)J~O as À~O. By quasiconvexity of f, we have
f[Àxl + (1-- À)X2]:5 f(X2), and hence the above equation implies that

À V f(X2) , (x, - X2) + ÀIlxl - x21Ia[x2; À(x, - X2)]::; O

Dividing by À and letting À~O, we get Vf(X2)'(XI-X2):50.
Conversely, suppose that x., X2 E S be such that f(x1):5 f(x2)· We need to

show that f[ÀXl + (1- À)X2]::; f(X2) for each À E (O, 1). We do this by showing
that

theorem, Vf(i)'(Xl-i)::;O, and thus we must have

O~Vf(X)'(Xl-i) = (1- Â)Vf(i)'(Xl-X2)

The above inequality is not cornpatible with (3.24). Therefore L is empty, and
the proof is complete.

To iliustrate the above theorern, let f(x) = x '. To check quasiconvexity,
suppose that f(x 1)::; f(x2), that is, x/::; x/. This is true oníy if x1:S x2• Now
consider Vf(X2)(Xl- x2) = 3(xl - X2)x/. Since Xl::; X2, 3(x1 - X2)X/::; O. There-
fore, f(xl)::; f(x2) implies that 'V[(X2)(Xl - x2)::; O, and by the theorern, f is
quasiconvex. As another illustration, let f(x], xz) = XJ 3 + x/. Let Xl = (2, --2)'
and X2 = (1, O)'. Note that f(x1) = ° and f(X2) = 1, so that f(Xl) < [(x2). But, on
the other hand, V l(x2)' (XI - X2) = (3, O)' (1, - 2) = 3. By the necessary part of the
theorem, [ is not quasiconvex. This also shows that the sum of two quasiconvex
Iunctions is not necessarily quasiconvex.

3.5.4 Theorem
Let S be a nonempty open convex set in En, and let [:S~El be differentiable
on S. Then [ is quasiconvex if and only il either one of the following equivalent
statements hold· .
1. If Xl> X2E S and [(Xl)::; l(x2), then V[(X2)'(Xl - X2)::; O.
2. If Xl, XzES and Vf(X2)'(XI-X2»O, thcn /(Xl)> [(x2)·

Strictly Ouaslconvex Functíons

Strictly quasiconvex and strictly quasiconcave functions are especially impor-
tant in nonlinear programming because they ensure that a local minimurn and a
local maximum over a convex set are respectively a global minimum and a
global maximum.

L = [x: X= ÀXI+ (1- À)X2: À E (0, 1), f(x) > [(X2)}

3.5.5 Definition
Let I: S~ E1, where S is a nonempty convex set in EIl. The function [ is said to
be strictlv quasiconvex if for each x., X2E S with f(xI) I [(x2), we have

[[Ax1 + (1- À)X2]<maximum {[(Xl), [(x2)} for each A E (0, 1).

The function [ is called strictly quasiconcaoe if - f is strictly quasiconvex.

Note from the above definition that every convex Iunction is strictly
quasiconvex. Figure 3.7 below gives an exarnple of a strictly quasiconvex
function and an example of a strictly quasiconcave function.

is ernpty. By contradiction, suppose that there exists an x' E L. Therefore
X' = ÀX1 + (1- À)"2 for some À E (0, 1) and [(x') > [(x2)· Since f is diflerentiable,
it is continuous, and there must exist a Ô E (O, 1) such that

[[J-LX'+ (1- J-L)X2J> [(x2) for each J-LE [S, 1] (3.22)

and f(x') > f[Sx' + (1- S)X2J. By this inequality and the mean value theorem, we
must have

where x == tlx' + (1- t1)x2 for some ,;. E (S, 1). From (3.22), it is clear that
[(i) > [(x2). Dividing (3.23) by 1- S > O,it Iollows that Vf(i)'(x.'-X2) > 0, which
in turn irnplies that

Vf(X)'(X1-X2»0 (3.24)

But on the other hand, f(i) > [(X2) ~ f(XI)' and i is a convex combination of Xl
and ]1:2' say, i = hl + (1- Â )X2 where Â E (0, 1). By the assurnption of the

(ai

Figura 3.7

(bi (cj

Strictly quasiconvex and strictly quasiconcave functions,
(a) Strictly quasiconvex. (b) Strictiy quasiconvex. (c) Strict!y
quasiconcave.



f(x) > f[AxI + (1_. A)x]> f(xI) = f(x;J (3.25)
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The fo!lowing theorem shows that a local rninimum of a strictly quasiconvex
function over a convex set is also a global minimum. This property is not
enjoyed by quasiconvex functions as secn from Figure 3.6a.

f is lower semicontinuous, there exists a A E (O, 1) such that

3.5.6 Theorem
Let r: E; --';EI be strictly quasiconvex. Consider the problem to minimize f(x)
subject to x E S, where S is a nonempty convex set in En- If X is a local optimal
solution, then x is also a global optimal solution.

Note that x can be represented as a convex combination of Ax, + (1- A)x and
x2• Hence by strict quasiconvexity of f and since f[AxI + (1- A)x] > [(x2), then
f(x) < [[Ax1 + (1- A)x], contradicting (3.25). This completes the proof.

Proof
Assume, on the contrary, that there exists an XE S with f(x) <[(i). By convex-
ity of S, AX + (1- A)i E S for each A E (O, 1). Since x is a local minimum by
assumption, thcn [(i):s: f[AX + (1- A)x] for ali A E (0,8) and for some 8 E (O, 1).
But since f is strictly quasiconvex, and f(x) < f(i) , then fr AX + (1- A)i] < f(x)
for each A E (O, 1). This contradiction shows that such an x does not exist, and
the proof is complete.

As seen from Definition 3.1.1, every strictly eonvex function is indeed a
convex function. But every strictly quasiconvex function is not quasiconvex. To
illustrate, consider the following function given by Kararnardian [1967].

StronglyQuasiconvex Functions

From Theorem 3.5.6 it followed that a local minimurn of a strictly quasiconvex
function over a convex set is also a global optimal solution. However, strict
quasiconvexity does not assert uniqueness of thc global optimal solution, We
shall define here anothcr version of quasiconvexity, called strong quasiconvex-
ity, which assures uniqueness of the global minimum.

3.5.8 Definition

f(x)= g if x =0
if x~ O

Let S be a nonempty convex set in En, and let f: S --';EI' The function [ is said
to be strong/y quasiconoex if for each XI' X2 E S with XI ~ X2 we have

![Ax1 + (1- A)x2]< maximum {f(XI)' f(xz)}

for each A E (O, 1). The function [ is said to be strongly quasiconcaoe if -[ is
strongly quasieonvex.

By Definitíon 3.5.5, f is strictly quasiconvex. However, [ is not quasiconvex,
since, for XI = 1 and X2 = -1, f(x I) = f(xJ = O, but [(~x 1+ ix2) = [(O) = 1> f(X2)'
If [ is lower sernicontinuous, however, then strict quasiconvexity implies
quasiconvexity, as one would usually expect from the word "strict." For a
definition of lower semicontinuity, refer to Appendix A.

Frorn Definition 3.5.8 above, and from Definitions 3.1.1, 3.5.1, and 3.5.5 the
following statements hold:

3.5.7 Lemma
Let S be a noncmpty convex set in E", and let f: S --';EI be strictly quasiconvex
and lower semicontinuous. Then f is quasiconvex.

1. Every strictJy convex function is strongly quasiconvex.
2. Every strongly quasiconvex function is strictly quasiconvex.
3. Every strongly quasiccnvex Iunction is quasiconvex even in the absence of

sernicontinuity assumption.

Proof
Let XI and X2 E S. If f(xI) ~ f(x2), then by striet quasiconvexity of t. we must
have f[A x 1+ (1 - ,\ )x2] < maximum {[(x I), [(X'2)} for cach A E (0, 1). Now suppose
that f(xJ = [(Xl)' To show that f is quasiconvcx, we nced to show that
[[AxI + (1 - A )x2):s: [(XI) for cach À E (O, 1). By contradiction, suppose that
f[l1-xI +(1-I1-)X2]> f(xJ for some 11-E (0,1). Denote I1-xI+(1--11-)"2 by x, Since

Figure 3.7a iIlustrates a case where the function is both strongly quasiconvex
and strictly quasiconvex, whereas the function represented in Figure 3.7 b is
strictly quasiconvex but not strongly quasiconvex.

3.5.9 Theorem

Let f: E" -> Et be strongly quasiconvcx, Consider the problcm to minimize f(x.)
subjcct to x E S, whcre S is a nonempty convex se! in Ii.; If X is a local optimal
solution, then x is the unique globai optimal solution.
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Proof rcadcr may note that the figure in 3.8b is not pseudoconvex but is strictly
quasiconvex.

Since i is a local optimal solution, then there exists an e-neighborhood N. ri)
around i such that t(i) s t(x) for all x E S n N. (x). Suppose by contradiction to
the concJusion of the theorem that there exists a point X E S such that i I i and
f(i) sf(i). By strong quasiconvexity, it follows that

f[Ax + (1- A)x] <maximum {f(i), f(i)} = [(i)

for ali AE(O, 1). But for A small enough, Ax+(l-A)iESnN.(i) so that the
above inequality violates local optimality of i. This completes the proof.

3.5.11 Theorem
Let S be a nonempty open convex set in E", and let t. S --Y EI be a difíerenti-
able pseudoconvex Iunction on S. Then f is both strietly quasiconvex and
quasieoovex.

(a) (b)

Proof
We first show that [ is strietly quasiconvex. By contradiction, suppose that
there exists XI' X2E S sueh that f(xI) f; [(x2) and [(X') 2=maximum {[(XI)' [(X2)},
where X' = AXI+(1-A)x2 for some A E (0,1). Without 105s of generality, assume
that f(xl) < [(X2), so that

{(x') 2=[(x2) > f(xl) (3.26)

Note by pseudoeonvexity of f that V f(x')' (x. - X') <O. Now, since
V{(x')' (X I - x') <O and x: - X' = - (1- A)(x2 - x')/ A, then V{(x')' (X2 - x') >O, and
henee by pseudoconvexity of [, we must have f(x2) 2={(x'). Therefore, by (3.2ó),
we get {(x2) = {(x'). Also, since V f(x')' (x2 - x') > 0, there exists a point x =
iLX' + (1- iL)X2 with iL E (O, 1) such that

{(i) >{(x') = {(x2)

Again, by pseudoeonvexity of { we have Vf(i)'(x2-i)<O. Similarly,
V{(i)'(x'-i)<O. Summarizing, we must have

V t(x)' (x2 -i) < O
V f(j()' (x' - x) < O

Note that X2- i = fL(i - x')/(l- fL), and hence above two inequalities are not
compatible. This contradietioo shows that f is strietly quasiconvex. By Lernma
3.5.7, then, f is also quasiconvex, and the proof is complete.

In Theorern 3.5.12 below we see that every strictly pseudoconvex funetíon is
strongly quasieonvex.

Pseudoconvex Functions

From the definition of a pseudoconvex function given below, the reader ean
easily verify that if V{(i) = 0, then x is a global minimum of f. This property is
not shared by differentiable strongly or strictly quasiconvex functions as shown
in Figure 3.8b.

Figure 3.8 Pseudoconvex functions. (a) Pseudoconvex.
(b) Not Pseudoconvex.

3.5.10 Definition
Let S be a nonernpty open set in E", and let f: S--Y EI be differentiable 00 S.
The Iunction [ is said to be pseudoconvex if for each x., X2 E S with
V{(Xl)'(X2-X\)2=Ü we have {(x2)2=f(XI), or equivalently, if {(x2)<f(x\) then
V!(Xl)'(X2-x\)<O. The function { is said to be pseudoconcave if -[ is
pseudoconvex.

Thc function { is said to be strictly pseudoconuex if for each distinct "1' X2 E S
satisfying V{(XI)'(X2-XI)~Ü we have {(x2»f(Xl)' or cquivalcntly, ir for each
distinct Xl' X2 E S, f(x~J S {(XI) implics that V f(xI)' (X2 -Xl) < O. The funetion f is
said to be strictlv pseudoconcauc if - { is strictly pscudoconvex.

Figure 3.8a illustrates a pscudoconvex function. This is also strictly
quasiconvex, which is true in general as shown by Theorem 3.5.11 be\ow. The

3.5.12 Theorem
Let S be a nonempty open convex set in E", and let f: S ~ E\ be a differenti-
able strictly pseudoconvex function. Then f is strongly quasiconvcx.

Proof
By contradiction suppose that there exist distinct Xl' X2E S and À E (O, 1) such
that {(x) 2=maxirnum {f(x1), [(x2}, where x = Áx\ + (1- Á)X2' Since f(xJ -s f(x},
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by strict pseudoconvexity of [, then V[(x)'(x1-x)<O and, hence,

Vf(x)'(xj-x2)<0

Likewise, since [(x2) :;;;f(x), then

V[(x)'(x2-xj)<0 (3.28)

The two inequalities (3.27) and (3.28) are not compatible, and hence [ is
strongly quasiconvex,

~trict!y

~x

11

1I

Under 1I diffcrentiability
Convex

Under \I differentiability

Pseudoconvex

,- ,
I Stronçlvl quasiconvex-lT { ~ I

IIIII
!

(3.27)

Convexity at a Point

Another useful concept in optimization is the notion of convexity or concavity
at a point. 1n some cases, the requirernent of a convex or concavc function may
be toa strong and real1y not cssential. 1nstead, convexity or concavity at a point
may be ali that is needed.

3.5.13 Definitíon

Let S be a nonempty convex set in En, and [: S-:; El' The following are
relaxations of various forms of convexity presented in this chapter.

Convexity at i. The function [ is said to be convex aí x E S if

[[Ai + (1- A)x]:5 Af(i) + (1- A)f(x)

for each A E (O, 1) and each x E S.
Strict conoexity at i. The function [ is said to be strictly convex a t x E S if

f[Ai + (1- A)x] <Af(x) +(\ --A)f(x)

for each A E (O, 1) and for each x E S, X ~ i.
Quasiconvexity at i. Thc function [ is said to bc quasiconvex at XE S if

f[Ai + (1- A)x]:5 maxirnum {f(x), f(i)}

for each À E (O, 1) and cach x E S.
Strict quasiconoexity ai i. The function f is said to be strictly quasiconvex at
XE S if

[[Ax + (1-- A),,] <maximum {j'(x), [(i)}

for each A E (O, 1) and each x E S such that [(xl ~ [(i).

Strong quasiconuexity at i. The function f is said to be strongly quasiconvex at
XE S if

f[Ax + (1 - A)x] < maximurn {j'(x), [(x))

for each A E (0, 1) and each x E S, X ~ X.
Pseudoconoexity at i. The function [ is said to be pseudoconvex at XE S if
Vf(x)'(x-x) 2: O for XES implies that f(x)2:f(x).

Figure 3.9 Rolationship among various types of convexity. Strict pseudoconuexity at _i. Thc function I is said to bc strictly pscudoconvcx ar
X E S if V [(i)' (x - x) 2: O for x E S, x;io X, implics that flx) > f(xJ.

So Iar wc have discussed various types of convcxity and concavity. Figure 3.9
sumrnarizcs the impticaticns .Q110ng thcse typcs of convcxity. Thcse implica-
tions cither f'ollow irorn the dcfinitions or Irorn lhe var ious results provcd in
this scction. A similar figure can be constructcd for the concave case.

Various typcs of concavity at a point can bc statcd in a similar íashion.
Figure 3.10 shows some types of convcxity at a point. r\~the figure suggcsts,
these types of convexity at a point rcprcse nt a significam rclaxation of the
concept of convexity.
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X, X2

(a)

I'

x2 x,

(b)

I
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X2 x, X3

Figure 3.10

(e)

Various types of convexity at a point, (a) Convexity and strict convexitv. f is
convex but not strictiy convex at le" f is both convex and strictly convex at x2•

(b) Pseudoconvexity and strict pseudoconvexity. f is pseudoconvex but not
strictly pseudoconvex at x.. f is both pseudoconvex and strictly pseudoconvex
at x2. (e) Quasiconvexity, strict quasiconvexity and stronq quasiconvexity. f is
quasiconvex but neither strictly quasiconvex nor strongly quasiconvex at x,. f
is both cuasiconvcx and strictly quasiconvex at x2, but not strongly quasicon-
vex at x2' f is quasiconvex, strictly quasiconvex and strongly quasiconvex at
x".

Wc shall spccify bclow some important results rclated to convexity of a
function f at a point, whcre f: S-,; E, and S is a noncmpty convex set in E". Of
course, not ali thc rcsu!ts we dcvcloped throughout this chapter will hold true.
However, severa! of thesc results hold true, and are sumrnarized below. The
proofs are similar to the corrcsponding thcorcms in this chaptcr.

3.5 Generaliwtions of a Convex Fvr-cnon '\11

1. Lct f bc both convcx and diff'crentiablc at x. Thcn ((x) ~ [(X) -1- V [(x)' (x _.-x;
for each x E S. If f is strictly convcx, thcn strict incquality holds for x "I-x.

2. Lct f be both convex and twicc diffcrentiablc at x. Then the Hcssian rnatrix
H(i) is positive semidefinite.

3. Let f bc convex at x E S, and let X be an optimal solution to lhe problern to
minimize f(x) subject to x E S. Then X is a global optimal solution.

4. Let f be convcx and differentiable at XE 8. Then x is an optimal solution to
the problem to rninimize f(x,) subject to x E 5 if and only if V [(x)! (x - x) ~ O
for each x E S. In particular, if i E int S, then X is an optimal solution if and
only if 'Vf(x) = O.

5. Let f be convex and differentiable at x E S. Suppose that X is an optirnal
solution to the problem to maximize f(x) subject to x E S. Then
V f(i)' (x - i):5 O for each x E S.

6. Let f be both quasiconvex and differentiable at i, anel let "E 5 be such that
f(x):5 f(i). Then V I(i)' (x - x):5 o.

7. Suppose that i is a local optimal solution to the problern to minimize f('ti.)
subjcct to x E S. If f is strictly quasiconvex at x, then X is a global optimal
solution. If f is strongly quasiconvcx at x, then i is the unique global
optimal solution.

8. Consider the problem to minimize f(x) subject to x E S, and let XE S be
such that Vf(i) = O. If f is pseudoconvex at X, then X is a global optirnal
solution, and if f is strictly pseudoconvex at X, then x is the unique global
optima! solution.



Exercises

3.1 Lct S bc a noncrnpt y <.:OllYCX se! in Eu. and lct i: S -" EI' Show that [ is concavc if
and on!y if hyp [ is convexo
L<::! S be a nonempty convex set in Eu, and let [: S ~ E(. Show that [ is convex if
and only ir for any integcr k ~ 2, lhe following holds true: XI, ,Xk E S implies
that [O) I A,x) ,:;I~( ).J(xi), where 2:~=I Ai = 1, Ai ~ O for j = 1, , k.
Which of lhe following functions are convex, concave, or neither? Why?
a. [(x(,x2)=xI2+2xlx2-lOxl+5x2
b. [(Xl> X2) = x(e-(x,.x,)

c. [(Xl> X2) = -X/-5X22+2X(X2+ lOx(-lOx2
d. [(Xl> X2, x3) = XIX2+2x/+x/+2x/-6x(X3
Show that a function [: E" ~ EI is affine if and only if [ is both convex and
concavc. (A function [ is affine if it is of the form [(x) = a + c'x, where a is a
scalar and e is a an n vcctor.)
Prove or disprovc concavity of the following function defined over S =
{(xl,xl):-I,:;xl$I, -1,:;x2,:;1}

{(Xl> X2) = 10 - 2(X2 - X I ')2

Let F be a cumulative distribution funetion for a random variable b, that is,
F(y)=Prob(b,:;y). Show that q,(z)=S'7.F(y)dy is a convex function. Is q,
convex for any nondecreasing f'unction F?
Let g: E" -+ EI be a concavc function, and let [ be defined by [(x) = 1/g(x). Show
that [ is convex over S = {x : g(x) > O}.
Let fi, f2" .. , fk : E; ~ EI bc convex functions. Consider the function f defined
by [(x) = rnaximum {fI(x), [~(x), ... ,f.(x)}. Show that f is convexo State and prove
a similar resuit for concave f'unctions.
Ler f" f2, .•. , [k : Eu ~ E I be convcx functions. Consider the function f defined
by [(x) = '2.7= I a/i (x), where ai> O for i = l , 2, ... , k. Show that f is convex. State
and prove a similar result for concave functions.
Let S be a nonerr.pty convex set in E", and let f: E; ~ EI be defined as follows:

f(y) = inf {I\y- xii :XE S}

Note that f(y) gives the distance from y to the set S and is ca!led the distance
[unction. Prove that f is convcx.
Let S = {(XI> X2): x; 2 + x/,:; I}. Lct f be the distance function dcfined in Exercise
3.10. Find the function f explicitly.
Let f: E" -> E( bc a convex function, and let g: EI-> E, be a nondecreasing
convex function. Consider the cornposite f'unction h: E" ~ EJ defined by h(x) ==
gU(x)]. Show that h is convexo
Let S be a nonempty, bounded convex set in E", and let f:E,,~EI be defined as
Iollows:

3.21

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10 3.20

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14

i(Y) =sup {y'X:XE S}

Thc Iunction f is callcd the support [unction of S. Prove that f is convexo A!so
show that if f(y) = y''i;., where XE S, then x is a subgradicnt oí f at y.

Let S == A U B, where
3.22

A =={(Xl> x2): x( <O, X(2+X/':; I}

B = {(x I, x~) : x I 2Ó ü, -1 ,:;X2 ,:; 1}

Find ihe support function dcfincd in Excrcisc 3.13 explicitly,
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3.15 A function f: E; -+ 1:::1 is called a gauge [unction if it satisfics the foliuwing
equality:

f(Ax) = Af(x) for ali XE Eu and ali A:.=: O

Further, a gauge function is said to bc subaddi/ive ir it satisfics the following
inequality:

f(x) + f'(y)? f(x +y) for ali x, y E Eu.

Prove that subadditivity is equivalent to convexity of gauge funcrions.
Let f: E; ~ EI be convexo Show that t is a subgradient of f at x ii and only if lhe
hyperplane {(x, y): y ~~f(x) + t' (x - x)} supports epi [ a t [x,f(x)]. Statc and prove a
similar result for concave functions.

Let f be a convex function on E... Prove that the sct of subgradicnts of f at a
given point forrns a closed convcx set.

Consider the function () defined by the following optimizatian problem:

()(ut> u2) = Minimum x((1- UI) + x2(l- U2)

3.16

3.17

3.18

subjcct to XI
2 +x/,:; 1

3.19

a. Show that () is concave.
b. Evaluate () at the point (1, 1).
e. Find the collection of subgradients of () at (1,1).
Let f: E" ~ E( be defined by f(x) == IIxll. Prove that subgradients of f are charac-
terized as follaws:

If x = 0, then t is a subgradient of f a t x if and onJy if II~!IoS: i; on the other
hand, if x ~ O, then ~ is a subgradient of f at x if and only if l/til = 1 andt'x=!!xll.

Use this result to show that f is ditferentiabJe ai each x;6 O, and charactcríze
lhe gradient veetor.

Let t.. t-: E" ~ E( be diffcrentiable convcx functions. Consider the function f
defined by [(x) = maximum {i: (x), i2(x)}. Let x be such that f(xl = [({xl =[2(X).
Show that ~ is a subgradienr of [ at x if and only if

t = AVfl(x) + (1- A)Vf2(x) whcre A E [O, 1]
Generalize the result to several convex functions and srate a similar result for
concave functions.

Consider the function () dcfined by the following optimization problern, where X
is a cornpact polyhedral set,

e(u) = Minimum c'x+u'(Ax-b)

subject ro XEX
a. Show that () is coricave.
b. Characterize the subgraelicnts of e at any given U.

In reference to Exercise 3.21, find the function (j explicit.ly anel describe the set of
subgradients at each point u a O if:

[ 1 1]A--
- --1 2 b==GJ c=[=~J
X == {(XI> xz): O,:; XI':; 2, O,:; x2:s: i}
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3.23 Lei f: E" -- E, be a ditfcrentiable function. Show that the gradient vector is given
by

v((x) = (àl(X). àl(x) •...• àl(X»)'
I àXI éiX2 õx;

3.24 Let I: E .•-- E, be a diffcrentiable function. The linear approximatiol1 of f at a
given point x is given by

I(x) + V{(x)' (x - x)

If { is twice differentiable at x, then the quadratic approximation of ( at x is given
by

I(x) + V I(x)' (x - x) +~(x -x)'H(x)(x- x)

Let I(XI,x2)=exl'+x,'-5xl+I0X2' Give the linear and quadratic approximations
of f at (0,1). Are these approximations convex, concave, or neither? Why?

3.25 Consider the following problcm:

Minimize (XI -4)2+(X2-6)2

subject to X2~X/

x2$4

3.26

Write a necessary condition for optimality and verify that it ís satisfied by the
point (2, 4)~ Is this the optimal point? Why?
Use Thcorem 3.4.3 to prove that every local minimum of a convex function over
a convex set is also a global minimum.
Consider the following problem:3.27

c'x+~x'HxMaximize

subject to Ax$b

x~O
I

where H is a symmetric nega tive definire matrix, A is an m x n matrix, c is an n
vcctor, and b is an m vector. Write the nccessary and sufficient condition for
optimality of Theorem 3.4.3, and simplify it using the special structure of this
problern.
Consider the problem to minimize {(x) subject to x E 5, where I: E" --'> E, is a
diflerentiable convcx íunction, and 5 is a nonempty convcx set in E". Prove that
x is an optimal solution if and only if V {(x)' (x - x) ~ O for cach x E S. Also state
and prove a similar result for the rnaximization of a concave function.

(This result was proved in the tcxt as Corollary 2 to Thcorcrn 3.4.3. In this
cxcrcise, lhe reader is asked to give a dircct proof without rcsort to subgra-
dients.)
Let f:E,,--'>E, be a convex function, and suppose that f(x+Àd)~{(x) for ali
À E (0,<'», whcre õ > O. Show that I(x + Ad) is a nondccrcasing function of A. In
particular, show that t(" + Ad) is a strictly increasing function of À ir f is strictly
convex.

1
3•28

I

I
3.29

Exercises '\ 15

3.30 A vcctor d is callcd a direction 01 descent of l at x ir therc cxists a 5> O such that
I(i + Ad) < I(x) for each À E (0, o). Suppose that I is convexo Show that d is a
direction of descent if and only if r(i; d) < O. Does the rcsult hold true without
eonvexity of f?

3.31 Consider the problcm to minimizc {(x) subjcct to "E S, where f: E" -~ E, is
convex, and S is a nonernpty convex set in E... Thc cone of fcasible directions of
5 at x E S is defincd by

D = {d : there exists a ô> O such that x + À dE S for A E (O, <5)}

Show that x is an optimal solution of the problcm if and only if r(x; d) 2: ° for
each d e D. Compare this result with the ncccssary anel sufficient condition of
Thcorern 3.4.3. Specialize the result to the case where S = E.•.
Consider the following problem:

3.33

I
I
f
I
•

3.32

Maxirnize

subject to

I(x)
Ax=b

x~o
wherc A is an /11 x n rnatrix with rank 111, and f is a diflcrcntiablc COllVCX

function. Consider the extreme point (x~, x:,,) = (h I, O;), where fi = B -'b ~ a and
A = [B, NJ. Decompose Vf(x) accordingly into V}j{(x) anel V",f(x). SIIOW lha! lhe
ncccssary condition of Thcorcrn 3.4.5 holds rruc if V",!Úi.)' .- V H/h)' i3 IN:5 (). lf
this eondition holds, is it neecssarily true that x is a local maxirnurn? Prove 01'

give a countcrexarnple.
If V",{(x)' -V[J{(X)'B-'N~O, choose a positivo cornponcnt j and incrcase its

corresponding nonbasic varaible Xi until a ncw cxtrcrne point is rcachcd. Show
that this prccess results in a new extrcme point with a largcr objcctive value.
Does this method guarantee convergence to a global optimal solution? Prove or
give a countercxample.
Apply the procedure of Exercise 3.32 to lhe following problcrn starting with the
extreme point (1,3,0, O).

Maximize (X,-W+(X2-5)2

subject to --XI + Xl + X3 =2
2x, + 3X2 + X4 = II

XI, X2, x~, X4~O

3.34 Let c" C2 be nonzero vectors in E", and ai, 0'2 be scalars. Let S =
{x: c2'x+ CX2>O}. Consider the function f: S - .•.E; defmcd as Iollows:

I(x) = c'lx+O'I
c; X+CX2

Show that I is both pseudoconvex and pscudoconcave.
(Functions that are both pscudoconvcx and pseudoconcavc are called
pseudolinear.)
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Consider a quadratic function [: E, ~ EI> and suppose that [ is convex 011 S,
whcre S is a noncrnpty convex set in E.,. Show that:
3. Thc function [ is convex on M(S}, where M(S) is the affil/e rnaniioul
containing S defined by M(S) = {y: y = I~~I ÀjXj, I~~I Àj = 1, Xj E S for ali j,
for k e: I}
b. Thc funetion [ is convex on L(S), thc linear subspace parallel to M(S}, defincd
by L(S)={Y-X:YEM(S) and XES}
(This result ís credited to Cottle [1967].)
Consider the quadratic functíon f: E" ~ E, defined by f(x) =x'Hx. Thc Iunction f
is said to be positive suodetinite if x'Hx < O implies Hx e O ar Hx s O for each
x E E". Prove that [ is quasiconvex on the nonnegative orthant, E,,+ =
{XE E" :x?:O}, if and onJy if it is positive subdefinite.
(This result is crcdited to Martas [1969].)
The function í defincd in Exercise 3.36-is saio to be strictlypositive subdefinite if
x'Hx<O irnplies Hx>O or I-!x<O for cach XE E". Prove that f is pseudoconvex
011 the nonnegative orthant excJuding x =O if and only if it is strict1y positive
subdefinite.
(This result is credited to Martes [1969].)
Let g:S~E, and h:S~EI> where S is a nonempty convex set in En- Consider
the funetion f: S -'> E, dcfincd by f(x) = g(x)/ h(x). Show that f is quasiconvex if
the following two conditions hold true:
a. g is convcx on S, and g(x)?: O for each x E S,
b. 11 is concave on S, and h(x»Ofor each XES.
(Hint: Use Theorem 3.5.2.)
Show that the function [ defincd in Exercise 3.38 is quasiconvex if the following
two conditions hold true:
a. g is convcx on S, and g(x):$ O for each x E S,
b. h is convex on S, and h (x) >O for cach x E S.
Let g: S -.. E, and h: S~ E" where S is a nonempty convex set in E .•. Consider
the function f: S ~ E, defined by f(x) = g(x)h(x). Show that f is quasiconvex ir
the íollowing two conditions hold true:
a. g is convex, and g(x):$ o for each x E S,
b. h is concave, and Iz(x) O for each x E S.
In each of the Exercises 3.38, 3.39, and 3.40, show that f is pseudoconvex
providcd that S is open and g and h are difterentiable.
Let cf>: Em ~ E, be convex, and let A be an m X n matrix. Consider the function
h: E" ~ E, defined by h(x) = q,(Ax). Show that h is convexo
Let f: E ••-'E", and g: En~Ek be diflcrcntiable and convexo Let d»: E,·.•.,.k~El
satisfy lhe following inequality. If a2?: a, and b2?: h., then cf>(a2'b2)?: cf>(aj,b.),
Consider the function h: E" ~ E, dcfined by h(x) = cf>(f(x),g(x». Show the Iol-
lowing:
a. If q'> is convex, thcn h is convexo
b. lf <{, is pscudoconvcx, thcn !J is pscudoconvex.
C. Ir q'> is quasiconvcx. thcn h is quasiconvex.
Ler S bc a noncrnpty convcx sct in E", and lct f: E .•~ E1 and g: E .•~ Em bc
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convexo Consider thc purturbation [unction <p: E", --" E, dcfincd below:

<p(y) == inf {[(x): g(x)::$y, XE S}

a. Prove that <p is convexo
b. Show that if Y,:$Y2' then Cf>(Y,)?:<P(Y2)'

3.45 Let t. E" ~ E, be convex, and A be an m x n matrix, Consider the function
h: Em~E, defined as Iollows:

h(y) = inf {[(x): Ax = y}

Show that h is convexo
3.46 Let g" g2: E"~E,, and let aE[O, 1]. Consider the function Ou: En~E, defincd

below:

On (x) = ~[g,(x) + g2(X) - v'g,2(X) + g/(x)- 2ag, (X)g2(X)]

h
r--- . .

w ere v . denotes the positive square root.
a. Show that Ou (x)?: O if and only if g,(x)?: () and gz(x)?: 0, that is

minimum [g,(x), g2(X)]?:0.
b. If gl and g2 are differentiable, show that Gil is differentiable at x for each (XE[O,

1) provided that gl(x), g2(X) *0.
C. Now suppose that g, and g2 are concave. Show that G" is concave for a in the

interval [0,.1]: Does this result hold for a Ef-), O)'!
d. Suppose that g, and g2 are quasiconcavc. Show that C" is quasiconcave for

a=1.
e. Let g,(X)=-X12-X/+4, and g2(x)=2xl+X2-1. Obtain an explicit expres-

sion for 0,,, anel verify parts (a), (o), and (c) above.
The above exercise describes a general method for combining two constraints of
the form g, (x), g2{X)?: O into an cquivalent single constraint of lhe form 0" (x)?:
O. This proccdure cou!d bc succcssivcly applicd 10 rcducc a problem with scveral
constraints intoan equivalent single constrained problcrn. Thc proccdure is due
to Rvaêev [1963].

3.47 Let g" g2: E" -)o Eh and let (X E [O, 1]. Consider lhe function Ou: E" ~ E, defined
by

G,,(x) = Hg,(x) + gz(x) +v' g,2(X)+ g/(x) - 2ag,(x)g2(X)]

whcre r. denotes the positive square root.
a. Show that Ou (x)?: () if anel only if maxirnum [g, (x), g2(X»?: O.
b Ir g. and g2 are differentiabIc, show that G" is diffcrentiable at x for each uE[O.l)

providcd rhat g, (x), g2 (x) =I-O.
C. Now suppose that g, and g2 are convexo Show that 0" is convcx for a E [0, 1].

Does the result hold for a E (- 1, O)?
d. Suppose that g, anel g2 are quasiconvex. Show that 0" is quasiconvcx for

a=l.
e. ln some optimization problerns, the rcstriction that lhe variable x = O or 1
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In this chaptcr wc dcal with the important topic of convcx and concave
functions. The recognition of these functíons is generally traced to Jensen
[1905, 1906]. For earlier related works on the subject, see Hadamard [1893]
and Holdcr [181)9].

In Scction 3.1 several results related to continuity anel directional derivativos
of a convex function are presented. In particular, we showed that a convex
function is continuous on the interior of the domain. See, for cxarnple,
Rockafellar [1970]. In Section 3.2 we discuss subgradients of convex functions.
Many of the properties of differentiable convex functions are rctained by
replacing the gradient vector by a subgradient. For this reason, subgradients
have been used frequently in the optimization of nondiffcrcntiable functions.
See, for example, Held and Karp [1970J, Held, Wo\fe anel Crowder [1974],
and Wolfe [1976J.

Section 3.3 gives some properties of differentiable convex functions. For
further study of these topics as weJl as other properties of convex functions,
refer to Eggleston [1958J, Fenchel [1953], Roberts and Varberg [1073], anel
Rockafellar [1970].

Scction 3.4 treats the subject of minima and máxima of convex functions over
convex sets, For general functions, the study of mínima and máxima is quite
complicated. As shown in Section 3.4, howcver, every local minimurn of a
convex function ovcr a convex set is also a global minirnurn, and the maximurn
of a convex function over a convex 'set occurs at an extremo point. For an
excellcnt study of optimization of convex functions, see Rockafellar [19701-

In Section 3.5 we examine othcr classes of functions that are rclated to
convex functions, namely quasiconvex and pseudoconvex functions. 'lhe class
of quasiconvex functions was first studied by De Finetti [lSl4lJ]. For further
reading on this topic, refer to Fenchel [1953]. Kararnardian [1967], Man-
gasarian [1969J, and Ponstein [1967]. For a good survey of quasiconvex and
related functions, see the article of Grecnberg ano Pierskalla [1971]. Arrow
anel Enthoven [1961] derived necessary and sufficicnt conditions for quasicon-
vexity on the nonnegative orthant assuming twice diflercntiability. Thcir rcsults
were extended by Ferland [1972]. Note that a local minimurn of a quasiconvex
function over a convex set is not necessarily a global minirnum. This result
holds true, however, for a strictly quasiconvcx Iunction, Ponstein [1967]
introduced the concept of strongly quasiconvex functions, which ensurcs that the
global minimum is unique, a property that is not cnjoyed by strictly quasicon-
vex functions. The notion of pseudoconvexity was first introduced by Man-
gasarian [1965J. The significance of the class of pscudoconvcx functions sterns
from the fact that every point with a zero gradient is a global minimum. Matrix
theoretic characterizations (se e e.g., Exercises 3.36 anel 3.37) of quadratic
pseudoconvex and quasiconvex functions have bcen presented by Cottle and
Ferland [1972] and by Martes (1965a, 1967b, 1969, 1975J.

ari-cs. Show lha! this rcstriction is cquivalcnt to maximum [g,(x), g2(X)]2:0,
whcre g,(xj=-x2 and g2(X)=-(X-J)2. Find the function Ga explicitly, and
verify statcments (a), (b), and (c) above.

The above excrcise describes a general method for cornbining the either-or
constraints of the form g, (x) 2: O or g2(X) 2: O into a single constraint of the forrn
G",(x) 2: O, and is due to Rvaêev [1963].


